Narrow Mast Stackers with Powered Drive & Lift

**SNM-118-AA**
- High torque 24V DC drive & lift motors
- Easy-to-operate throttle
- Infinite adjustment of forward & reverse speeds
- Proprietary safety-enhancing emergency reverse
- Battery charger & battery level gauge
- Safe and energy efficient
- Ergonomic handle
- (2) 12V 75-85 AH batteries
- Electromagnetic disc brake
- Poly-on-steel steer & load wheels

**Model** | **Raised Height** | **Capacity (Pounds) 0” to 63”** | **Capacity (Pounds) 63” to 118”**
--- | --- | --- | ---
SNM-62-AA | 62” | 2,000 | 2,000
SNM-118-AA | 118 | 2,500 | 2,000

**SNM-90-AA, 90”, 2,500, 2000**

---

Narrow Mast Stackers with Powered Lift

**SLNM-63-FF**
- Narrow masts allow for better visibility
- Push button lift controls
- Manual push operation
- (1) 12V 135-140 AH battery
- High torque 24V DC lift motor
- Battery charger & battery level gauge
- Available in 63” & 118” raised heights
- Nylon steering and load wheels

**Model** | **Raised Height** | **Capacity (Pounds) 0” to 63”** | **Capacity (Pounds) 63” to 118”**
--- | --- | --- | ---
SLNM-63-FF | 63” | 2,000 | 1,500
SLNM-118-AA | 118” | 2,000 | 1,500

---

NEW!
- Oversized batteries for speed & charge life!
- Single narrow mast for increased visibility!
- Adjustable Forks / Adjustable Support Legs (works with pallets & skids)
  - SNM-62-AA 62”  2,000
  - SNM-118-AA 118”  2,500
- Fixed Forks / Fixed Support Legs (works with skids only)
  - SNM-62-FF 62”  2,000

---
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